RUN: 2431 FOOTY FEVER RUN
VENUE: RAVEN ST. RESERVE, DOWNFALL CREEK, RODE RD. McDOWALL
HARES: RADAR and GREWSOME
A cast of thousands assembled in the Down fall creek conservation car park for the annual joint run with
Northside Hash. A great turnout with a combined total of more than 60 runners / walkers including visitors
HAWKEYE and a couple of others from HALFWAY HASH.
A good collection of footy jumpers on display with LUFTWAFFE resplendent in his touch footy jersey
having returned from his overseas footy competition. Also on display were jerseys from all the codes with
Cowboys, Wallabies, Lions (not sure why you would wear one), Manchester united, Pommy rugby union and
a host of others. TWEETY looked the part in his XXXXL Broncos jersey as did that Bronco Tragic BUGS.
Disappointed to see CRAFT letting his side down with no All Blicks jumper.
After assurances from RADAR and GREWSOME that the carpark would not be locked upon our return and
instructions that the runners and walkers trail would combine on occasions the large pack headed off into
Raven street reserve. After following arrows along bike paths and bush tracks it appears the trail was lost by
some of the walkers who ended up on the wrong side of the reserve instead of crossing over Hamilton Rd.
Following a fruitless search of Waitana St., Tyalla St,. and Narthanya St., looking for trail FU#KAWE and
FLOWER thought it would a good idea to backtrack to try to pick up the trail all to no avail. With the
discovery of a couple of FTs the walkers became disorientated and found themselves back in Raven St. From
here it was on home for beer as unfortunatley we missed the drink stop.
As for the runners and walkers who crossed Hamilton Rd. I`m not sure where they went suffice to say some
were out for quiet a while returning during the circle. If one of the runners would like to add a report for
inclusion on the website I would be most grateful.
The circle and on on were a lively affair with numerous stories and icings.
ANCHOVY was used as a proxy for the embattled HASH MONK on a charge brought by BOXA for
shoving his tongue down the throat of his new lady who will remain nameless. Worse than that he was seen
holding hands !!!!!
BAREBUM was iced for an issue regarding the purchase of cheap red wine while on a recent BRICS ride
with IRISH JOKE.
LUFTWAFFE was once again punished even without the presence of MULTIPLE CHOICE. This time the
charge related to him sleeping with his 16 year old daughter and her friends (and I don`t want to go there).
BAREBUM was gobsmacked by the down down songs from FLOWER and jokes from THUNDERBOX
who made TINKERBELL and TWINTUB look like choir boys.
Northside didn`t escape unscathed with TINY SEMEN-T BALLS, FU#KAWE given down downs and one
of the HARRIETS iced for a misdemeanor involving a head job.
At great expense from hash funds we were able to present TINKERBELL with a new waterproof wallet just
to stop him winging.
Thanks to Radar and Grewsome for their liason with Northside who, despite a small hiccup with the trail were
able to produce a memorable night.
Thanks also to TINY SEMEN-T BALLS and his band of helpers for the food.
VENUE: Great
RUN : 6/10
CIRCLE : 10/10
FOOD : 7/10
S. O. T. W. I think Irish was a shoe in
ON! ON!, S`BAGS

